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Research and Development Cell 

(Under the aegis of IQAC and in line with UGC Guidelines 2022) 

BANWARILAL BHALOTIA COLLEGE ASANSOL-713303 
________________________________________________________ 

Brief Report on “One-day Seminar on the theme “Research 

Methodology- SOURCES FOR RESEARCH GRANTS AND 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL” 

 

Held on: 27th June, 2023 

The Research and Development Cell, in association with Internal Quality Assurance Cell, 

Banwarilal Bhalotia College, Asansol-713303, organised a Seminar on “One-day Seminar on 

the theme “Research Methodology- SOURCES FOR RESEARCH GRANTS AND 

RESEARCH PROPOSAL” on 27th June, 2023 from 1PM.  

We invited Dr. Arindam Biswas, Associate Professor, School of Mines and Metallurgy, 

HOD (Addl Charge) Department of Computer Science & Engineering, Kazi Nazrul 

University, Asansol to speak on SOURCES FOR RESEARCH GRANTS AND RESEARCH 

PROPOSAL.  

Abstract of the talk: 

Research funding is defined as a grant obtained for conducting scientific research generally 

through a competitive process. To apply for grants and securing research funding is an 

essential part of conducting research. In this talk, we will discuss why should one apply for 

research grants, what are the avenues for getting research grants, and how to go about it in a 

step-wise manner. We will also discuss how to write research grants and what to be done 

after funding is received. 

 

Link to letter of invitation and acceptance: 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E_LkBzTBddX0oEDAKgFD5cFOKMgEw

OAP/view?usp=sharing  

Link to flier of the seminar: 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wP2v9XGEtMr6kMapy9ojvAm1wG0Rn2B

L/view?usp=sharing  

 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E_LkBzTBddX0oEDAKgFD5cFOKMgEwOAP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E_LkBzTBddX0oEDAKgFD5cFOKMgEwOAP/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wP2v9XGEtMr6kMapy9ojvAm1wG0Rn2BL/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wP2v9XGEtMr6kMapy9ojvAm1wG0Rn2BL/view?usp=sharing
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➢ A summary of the events in chronological order as they happened on the day of the 

seminar: There was one technical session in this Seminar followed by an interactive 

session. The seminar opened with the inaugural session with a welcome note from the 

anchor who also introduced the speaker. The speaker delivered his lecture and next the 

moderator as well as the convenor of the seminar made a few comments and raised a 

question. Next, we had a very lively interactive session between the audience and the 

speaker.Thereafter, one of our joint secretaries presented the vote of thanks and formally 

concluded the seminar.  

 

Around 45 faculties from mainly science back ground from college attended the seminar. The 

seminar was conducted with active and unconditional efforts of all our esteemed committee 

members (as provided in the brochure). The response of the audience was encouraging as 

they raised several pertinent questions and came up with interesting comments. The respected 

speaker responded to all the questions and queries with elan.  

Here are a few photos of the seminar:  
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